Dear Professor LUO Xingkai,

We are pleased to invite you as the Invited Speaker of Physics Education Session in the 12th Asia Pacific Physics Conference (APPC12), which will be held on July 14-19, 2013, at Makuhari Messe International Convention Complex, Chiba, Japan as URL: http://www.jps.or.jp/APPC12/index.html

The APPC is the major activity of AAPPS (Association of Asia Pacific Physical Societies) and it is held mostly every 3 years. APPC brings together the entire Asia-Pacific physics community. This conference is the 12th of the series, following the one in Shanghai, China, Nov. 2010.

On behalf of the Program Committee of the 12th Asia Pacific Physics Conference (APPC12), it is our pleasure to inform you that your talk titled; “Innovation in Physics Teacher Education Driven by the In-depth Implementation of the New National Curriculum”, has been formally decided for invited presentation in topical session of physics education of the conference. The time allocation and details on presentation, paper number and the conference schedule will be sent by the beginning of June.

We all hope to see you in Makuhari.

Sincerely yours,
Shoji Nagamiya, Chair of APPC12

Hiroshi Kawakatsu and Akizo kobayashi
Chair and vice chair of APPC12 Physics Education Branch Program Committee
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